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Summaries 
 
 
 

THE PSYCHICAL REALITY OF THE LINK 

RENÉ KAËS 
 
 

 

Summary 
The unconscious psychical reality is the assumption constitutive of the 
psychoanalysis: with the method of the cure, the psychoanalysis 

explored its consistency, its processes and its formations in psychic 
space of the singular subject. If one extends the concept of the 
psychical reality to the links inter- and transsubjectives and with their 

configurations, how to describe this reality and which consequences is 
to be considered in our design of the objects and the method of the 
psychoanalysis? This study aims  to qualify the psychical reality of the 
link, in particular unconscious alliances which are the fundamental 

matter. The author proposes to take into account the epistemological 
and clinical stakes of a "third topic" centered on this dimension of the 

psychical reality. 
 

Keywords: Psychical reality, Psychoanalytical theory of the link, 

Unconscious alliances, Third topic, Suffering and psychopathology of 
the link. 
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TRANSMISSION OF THE PSYCHIC LIFE AND FAMILY 

TIES 

EVELYN GRANJON 
 
 
 

Summary 
The transmission of the psychic life and the work of subjective 

appropriation of the past concern the family. The generational 

transmission is an organizer of the family psychic life. The bonds and 
unconscious alliances of the family group take part in the processes of 
transmission and psychical working-out. And if the family tie seems 
the reservoir of the transgenerationnal memory, it is also the place of 

the family memory‘s work.  
The family suffering, in its various demonstrations groupal and 
individual, alerts us on the dysfunctions and the failures of 
unconscious alliances.  

The situation and the conditions of the Psychoanalytical Therapy 
Family allow us to approach and treat, in this “neo-group”, which is in 
suffering in the bonds and which hurt the family group and his 
members.  

 

Keywords: Familial links; unconscious alliances; psychic 

transmission; negative boundaries; familial suffering; new-group. 
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THE PRIMARY LINK: THE MATRIX OF LINKS 

EZEQUIEL ALBERTO JAROSLAVSKY 
 

 

 

Summary 
A link is a bond or tie between the subjects making it up. This bond is 
determined, in large measure, by the inscriptions made by the 

primordial link in the psyche that, when brought into play, makes 
bonding through psychic coupling possible (Psychic Apparatus 

bonding). The primary mother/baby link, which includes the family 
group, comprises the matrix for later links. The dual mother-baby unit 

is the basis for a protolink that has fusional characteristics and is 
capable of syncretic sociability.  Primordial fantasies that shape future 

internal groups in the psyche and later play a part in organizing 
psychic apparatus bonding are also significant because they play a 

distributive and attributive role in places to be occupied. The 
phylogenetic origin of primordial fantasies is discussed in relation to 

their shaping and inscription as internal group arising from repeated 
encounters/avoidances of baby with the maternal breast.  

 

Key Words: Psychic Apparatus bonding, primordial bond, dual 

unity, primordial fantasies, syncretic sociability 
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THE WORK ON THE LINK IN PSYCHOANALYTIC FAMILY 

THERAPY 

FRANÇOISE AUBERTEL 
 
 

 

Summary 
The author studies the transformation of how the family link is being 

experienced during the early stages of family therapy (experience of 

space, setting up periodicity, beginning of temporality). She explores 

family links, experienced first as a container and support, up to their 

development as differentiated investment objects, able to organize 

individuation processes, fantasy life and communication within family. 

Key words: Link’s experience, family link objects, family therapy 

process, co-therapy. 
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SUBJECTUAL LINKS AND TRANSPERSONAL 

PATHOLOGIES 

ANNA MARIA NICOLÒ 
 
 
 

Summary 
This paper aims at expanding upon the topic of the relationship 
between the intra-psychic and the interpersonal in study and clinical 
work with both families and couples. It presents the hypothesis of the 

existence of multiple levels of functioning and comprehension in these 
settings, from an intra-psychic level to a level made up of object 
relationships and then on to a level of the organisation of subjectual 
links in which the individual is emerged from the beginning of his/her 

own life and which he builds together with the other. Reflecting upon 
clinical reality in terms of subjectual links allows us to explain 
phenomena of rather difficult comprehension, starting from a new 
perspective in the comprehension of mental functioning, it then 

clarifies the transpersonal nature of certain pathologies such as 
psychotic pathologies. 

 

Keywords: subjectual links, links, transpersonal pathologies, 

dissociation. 
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